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Module designation Battery and Fuel (BAT)   

Semester(s) in which the 
module is taught 

4 

Person responsible for the 
module 

Drs. WH Rahmanto, MSi     

Dra. Linda Suyati, Msi       
     

Language Indonesian 

Relation to curriculum Compulsory/elective/specialisation 

Teaching methods Lecture 

Workload (incl. contact 
hours, self-study hours) 

Face to Face = 1x2x50"  

Structured tasks + Self Study = 1x(2x60"+2x60")    

Credit points 2 

Required and 
recommended 
prerequisites for joining the 
module 

ENG 



Module 
objectives/intended 
learning outcomes 

Demonstrate an attitude of being responsible for work in their field 
of expertise independently. (S9)  

Mastering complete operational knowledge about functions, 
operating standard chemical instruments, and analyzing data and 
information from these instruments. (PP2) 

Mastering the basic principles of software for analysis, synthesis, 
and molecular modeling in general or more specific chemical fields. 
(PP3)  

Able to apply logical, critical, systematic, and innovative thinking in 
the development or implementation of science and technology 
that pays attention to and uses humanities values by their field of 
expertise. (KU1)  

Able to demonstrate independent, quality, and measurable 
performance. (KU2) 

Able to examine the implications of developing or implementing 
science and technology that pays attention to and applies 
humanities values according to their expertise based on scientific 
principles, procedures, and ethics to produce solutions, ideas, 
designs, or art criticism. (KU3) 

Able to analyze several alternative solutions in identification, 
analysis, isolation, transformation, and synthesis of available 
chemicals and present analysis conclusions for appropriate 
decision making. (KK3)  

Able to use software to determine the structure and energy of 
macromolecules, software to assist analysis and synthesis in 
general or more specific chemical fields (organic, biochemical, or 
inorganic), and for data processing (analytical chemistry). (KK4)  



Content 1. Electrochemical principles of battery: Charge transfer reaction, 
Salt bridge, Electrode potential, Ionic conduction in solution  

2. Principles of Thermodynamics: Electromotive force, Properties 
of batteries 

3. Battery characteristics: capacity, power energy 
4. Primary battery 

a. Leclanche cells / dry cells: Mechanism, Electrolyte, 
Cathode/anode, Various sources of energy 

b. Zinc Manganese Battery 
c. Alkaline Batteries: Electrolyte and separator, 

Cathode/anode, Various sources of energy 
5. Primary battery 

a. Metal oxide: Zn-HgO System, Cd-HgO system 
b. Metal air 
c. Magnesium reserve: Introduction to the concept of the 

secondary battery 
 

Secondary battery:  
a. NiCad Battery, Negative/positive electrode, Solid 

Electrolyte, Performance 
b. Metal hydride battery: Cell concentration, Application 
c. Magnesium zinc battery: Cell design, Performance 
d. Nickel-Iron Battery: Negative/positive electrode, 

Electrolyte, Performance/application 
 

6. Battery reserve: Battery reserve development, Temperature 
optimization, Battery reserve selection 

7. Vehicle and emergency batteries: Energy and raw materials, 
Alternatives to lead-acid systems 

8. Fuel Battery: Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), Proton Exchange 
Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC), Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC) 

9. Fuel Battery: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell, Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
(MCFC), microbial battery  

Exams and assessment 
formats 

Mid-Semester Exam and Final Exam 

Study and examination 
requirements  

Participatory Activities -20% 

Project Results -30% 

Cognitive/Task Knowledge -10% 

Task -10% 

Mid-semester -15% 

Final exams -15% 

Reading list 1. Atkins dan de Paula, 2010, Physical Chemistry, W. H. Freeman 
and Company, New York       

 

 


